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There follows a list of some of the significant issues responded to by, KLVM-FM, Santa Cruz, California, along with significant programming treatment of those 
issues for the period of July 1- September 30, 2019.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which the issue appear does not reflect any priority or 
significance.  All time are Pacific Time zones.

Issue Program Date Time Duration  Description of Program
Addiction News 9/10 3:30 am

6:30 am
20 seconds The FDA warning Juul -accusing the company of illegally marketing its vaping products.  Officials 

are investigating hundreds of lung illnesses possibly linked to vaping.

Addiction News 9/12 3:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds The government working to ban flavored e-cigarettes - the proposed regulations might 
not be finalized for weeks.

Addiction News 9/25 3:30 am
:30 am

20 seconds With all the health questions, Massachusetts now banning the sale of vaping products 
for the next 4 months.  The governor calling it a health emergency

Family News 7/8 3:30 am 
6:30 am

20 seconds Some parents are hiring coaches to help them raise ‘phone free kids’ (teach them how 
to play with a ball/jump rope) $250 dollars an hour. What do you do to cut back on 
technology?

Family News 7/24 4:30 am 
7:30 am

20 seconds Smart diapers - a good idea or too much?? They track everything (diaper change, sleep, 
fed). Sensor linked to an app/video, 24/7 tracking (helicopter parenting).

Family News 8/1 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Are you “adulting”, only around 70% of grown-ups consider themselves “adults”. Over 
half believe the #1 sign you’ve reached adulthood: you have a budget, buying sensible 
shoes, using coupons, starting the morning with coffee, taking something out of the 
freezer to defrost.

Family News 8/2 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds More and more people (especially teens) are hiring ‘life coaches’.  More than a third of 
teens/early 20s, advice as a life coach, rely on social media so much, they don’t have 
anyone else, #1 question: what is my life purpose?

Family News 8/13 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds 3 out of 4 kids want to spend more time with mom and dad. What they want to do the 
most? 1.Go swimming,  2. Play sports,  3.Movies/park.

Family News 8/19 3:30 am
:30 am

20 seconds Parents divided on a new dieting app for kids - WW (Weight Watchers lets children 
track what they eat and set weight loss goals. Tool to help kids; could hurt kids’ body 
images.

Family News 9/3 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds 8 out of 10 couples fight over chores (disagree often) When/how to do housework,      -
Cleaned up after your spouse cleaned, create a chore chart as a couple,  create 
compromise on housework.

Family News 9/10 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds When is the right age to start dating? Interesting study found that teens who aren’t 
dating have stronger social skills (leaders) and were less depressed.

Family News 9/30 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds How much quality time do you get with your family each day?  37 minutes; average 
person spends 3 hours on social media a day. Not negative, wake up call….priorities

Family Closer 
Look

7/28 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

 Foster Dad: “You Never Outgrow the Need for A Family"- Older kids in foster care ages 
8-18 too often spend their childhoods between homes and 'age out' unprepared with 



no place to go for Thanksgiving. CAFO helps Christians reclaim their historic reputation 
for comforting vulnerable children. K-LOVE's Joel Reagan asks Jedd Medefind about the 
goals and work of the Christian Alliance for Orphans.

Family Closer 
Look

9/15 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Men at High-Risk For Depression, Suicide After Divorce- Women tend to have better 
support systems than men to help process the emotional trauma of divorce. In contrast, 
men tend to isolate. "The issue is really how we handle pain," says Dr. Dale Brown, 
pastor and chaplain who suffered and recovered the loss of his own marriage. K-LOVE'S 
Ed Lenane reports.

Family Closer 
Look

7/28 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

Free Music Lessons Give Foster Kids A New Groove- For foster children tossed by 
parental abuse or neglect, learning to play a musical instrument can be welcomed 
relief. “They’re able to put the pain and the trauma that they’ve been through into 
songs that they’re performing," says Laura Wood of Kids In A New Groove. K-LOVE's 
Felipe Aguilar tells us how KING works.

Family Closer 
Look

8/4 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

 Promise Keepers "Reboot" Planned for 2020- After an extraordinary heyday years back, 
PK’s new CEO Ken Harrison is enthused and ready to help men be all they can be for 
Christ. Ken shares his vision and the upcoming Texas mega-event with K-LOVE’s Richard 
Hunt.

Family Closer 
Look

8/15 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

 K-LOVE Pastors: Reconnect with Your Husband/Wife- Prayer Hugs and 'staff meetings' 
can make your marriage better. Pastors Dave and Bill explain. The K-LOVE Pastors are 
available 24/7/365. Call: 844 364 HOPE (4673)

Family Closer 
Look

9/15 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

 K-LOVE Pastors: Reconnect with Your Husband/Wife- Prayer Hugs and 'staff meetings' 
can make your marriage better. Pastors Dave and Bill explain. The K-LOVE Pastors are 
available 24/7/365. Call: 844 364 HOPE (4673).

Family Closer 
Look

9/29 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

 ‘Veggie Tales’ To Be ‘Born-Again’ For Current Kids-  After more than a decade of secular 
oversight, the singing vegetables you loved are back to tell Bible stories. Richard Hunt 
talks with co-creator and voice actor Phil Vischer about fresh tales from the beloved 
cucumber and his ole' pal the tomato.“It’s time for a new generation to meet Bob and 
Larry.”

Family Local 
Closer 
Look

7/28
8/25
9/22

7:30 pm 20 minutes  Arts/Entertainment Venues- The importance of the arts in building confidence, solid 
community members, better grades on school, etc. Guest: Angelic Navarro, Artistic 
Director, Chtistian Youth Theater Santa Cruz,.

Family Amy and 
Skip show

9/10
9/6
9/3
8/30
8/22
8/12

3 am – 
8 am

15 minutes One Little Note
Encouraging Tricks
Kind Words for Kids
Encouragement Got in the Way
Alex Kendrick Interview with Skip and Amy
Hanging with the Kids



8/1 Official "Adulting"
Education News 7/9 4:30 am

7:30 am
20 seconds The social media site - Instagram proposing new features to reduce online bullying.

Education News 7/16 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds The three words kids dread back to school. As we get closer many parents are facing 
their little ones fears of the first day of school. Parenting experts say, starting now on 
some pre-school routines is a good way to help calm them down and there are over a 
dozen books that you can share with the kids that will also do the trick. Nothing about 
books for nervous moms!

Education News 7/23 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Between $5/$600 dollars for Back to School per child. Ouch. Most parents admit you try 
not to get side-tracked, you focus on price and grab all the coupons you can.

Education News 7/24 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Free school supplies, technology and text books for kids in one Indiana school district - a 
local business donating more than half a million dollars. Show we care about kids.

Education News 7/25 3:30 am 20 seconds Christmas - the most stressful time of year? Think again, it’s back to school time  - 6 in 
10 parents struggle, so much going on.

Education News 8/19 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds A first grader raising hundreds of dollars - making/selling chips, using the money to help 
classmates buy school supplies.

Education News 8/21 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds A high school in California now the largest public school in the country to go phone-free 
- principal made the push when he realized kids weren’t talking with each other.  
Pouch/magnetic device locked from bell to bell

Education News 9/6 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds New York and Illinois considering bills that would make it okay for students to take 
mental health days. Oregon, Utah, Minnesota already happening.

Education News 9/9 4:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Kids are texting more during class and parents are the problem, kids feel responsibility 
to text back mom and dad.  ASAP (helicopter parenting).

Education News 9/16 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds With the growing number of young people vaping - more schools are adding vape 
detectors in their bathrooms (like smoke/carbon monoxide detectors).  -46 states.

Education News 9/19 3:30 am 20 seconds More and more colleges offering “Adulting 101” (budgets, meal planning, change a 
tire). Important life skills, students: “having a professional teach me is so much better 
than googling it”, prefer: google or human.

Education Amy and 
Skip show

9/5
8/25/
7/29
7/12

3 am – 
8 am

15 minutes The REASON Kids are Texting at School
Most Stressful Time of Year
The Difference of a Teacher
Huh?? Apparently You Love Broccoli

Health News 7/8 :30 am
:30 am

20 seconds Several eye drop medications sold @ Walgreens and Walmart being recalled concerns 
about bacteria.

Health News 7/9 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Most dietary supplements do nothing to help your heart health, this research also 
claiming some may even hurt you….3 in 4 of us take at least 1 vitamin a day.



Health News 7/16 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Scientists are very excited over recent developments in the struggle against 
Alzheimer’s. Yesterday it was announced that researchers are one step closer to a blood 
test that could screen for possible signs of dementia. Now, these diagnoses require 
expensive brain scans and other procedures that are considered too expensive or 
impractical. Currently, about 50 million people across the country have some form of 
dementia.

Health News 7/17 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Tell me what you think of this…would you want the ability to have your computer 
respond to your commands simply by thinking about them? Calling it an ultra-high 
bandwidth brain-machine it works By planting a computer chip in the brain, and it could 
be a reality by the end of next year. Developers note the possibility of abuse of the 
artificial intelligence but also point out the advantages for those with disabilities

Health News 7/23 4:30 am 20 seconds Of course always talk with your doctor - what’s best for you, a new study suggesting 
millions may need to rethink taking aspirin for heart health.

Health News 7/23 5:30 am 20 seconds Do this about an hour or so before bedtime - and it’s guaranteed you’ll sleep better 
(science): soak in the bathtub (shower). Bodies like to cool down before bed.

Health News 7/26 5:30 am 20 seconds Big jump in the number of ladies getting skin cancer, a lot of it connected to indoor 
tanning beds. Change habits, don’t forget sunscreen.

Health News 8/2 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Scientists claiming there’s a blood test coming soon that may detect Alzheimers 20 
years in advance, 94% accuracy.

Health News 8/15 4:30 am 20 seconds A growing number of young people going to the hospital with lung issues from vaping - 
the FDA is investigating.

Health News 8/21 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Almost a third of kids take nutritional supplements (multivitamins, fish oil) - some 
experts questioning the benefits (not a lot of evidence).

Health News 8/22 3:30 am
:30 am

20 seconds More than a hundred people in several states dealing with lung problems and breathing 
issues and doctors think it may be connected to vaping -the CDC is investigating.

Health News 9/18 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Already early signs we may be in for a rough flu season (looking at other countries) - 
people usually start getting sick with the flu next month.

Health News 9/18 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds You pick - housework or a visit to the doctor, most men prefer cleaning the bathroom 
or mowing the lawn over going to the doctor. 2 out of 3 men waiting as long as possible 
before getting medical help.

Health News 9/20 3:30 am 
4:30 am 
6:30 am

20 seconds New recommendations for parents and what their kids should be drinking 
(toddlers/preschoolers): give kids little to no juice and MORE Water. Don’t drink your 
calories/sugar.

Health News 9/24 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds More blood pressure medications being recalled  over a possible cancer connection.

Health Closer 
Look

7/14 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Hope for Loneliness Rests In 'Necessary Effort'- Loneliness is a painful feeling of inner 
emptiness and intense longing for relationship. “Most of the time when we walk into a 



room, we look for somebody we know,” says Pastor Bill of K-LOVE Radio. “It’s in our 
heart, soul and it’s in our desires to belong to a group.” Dr. Kristen DeWitt, psychologist 
at Cedarville University says relief can come by “embracing loneliness as a sign that 
something needs to change.” K-LOVE’s Rafael Sierra Jr. asks for practical advice.

Health Closer 
Look

7/21 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

 Faith Office of V.A. Tackles Soldier Suicide- Every day dozens of soldiers who came 
home safe from war decide to end their own lives. The U.S. Dept. of Veterans Affairs 
officially recognizes the role that faith can play in recovering from PTSD. K-LOVE's Ed 
Lenane catches up with Conrad Washington, the Deputy Dir. of the Center for Faith and 
Opportunity Initiative for the VA.

Health Closer 
Look

7/21 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

PTSD Healing Possible Through ‘Welcome Home Initiative’- Welcome Home Initiative 
retreats are entirely free for a veteran or their spouse to attend, meals and hotels 
provided. “One of the biggest things we do is to anoint the trigger finger of the veteran 
or the thumbs of a 50 cal gunner,” says Rev. Nigel Mumford, a symbolic act he told K-
LOVE's Ed Lenane has delivered many men from painful memories.

Health Closer 
Look

8/18 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

Grocery Store Owner Fights For Healthier Food- Raley's CEO Mike Teel owns 100+ 
grocery stores. As a food seller he is committed to offering products free from the 
harmful ingredients that bring on obesity, diabetes and heart disease. His advocacy for 
health has become a powerful voice for disrupting the grocery industry. K-LOVE'S 
Richard Hunt has the story.

Health Closer 
Look

8/25 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Free Makeovers Uplift Women Who Are Homeless- "Evoking Humanity Not Vanity" is 
the tagline for a ministry giving free hair, makeup and skin care to women on the 
streets. K-LOVE'S Kindra Ponzio hears from Empowering Through Beauty founder 
Tanisha Akinloye.

Health Closer 
Look

8/25 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

K-LOVE Pastors: What God Says About Your Looks- Pastor Bill and Pastor Joesy talk 
about self-esteem and body-shaming.

Health Closer 
Look

9/15 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Men At High-Risk For Depression, Suicide After Divorce. Women tend to have better 
support systems than men to help process the emotional trauma of divorce. In contrast, 
men tend to isolate. "The issue is really how we handle pain," says Dr. Dale Brown, 
pastor and chaplain who suffered and recovered the loss of his own marriage. K-LOVE'S 
Ed Lenane reports.

Economy News 7/9 4:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds The top reason you leave your job - (80%) you don’t feel appreciated (no one sees what 
you’re doing). What keeps you @ a job?

Economy News 7/10 4:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Uber is expanding their ‘conversation-free’ car trips, also offering more legroom during 
your ride, but it will cost you a few more dollars.  Requests: work/rest during ride.

Economy News 7/23 3:30 am 20 seconds Interviewing for a new job, (want the job?) you must write a thank you note after 
speaking with the company. 60% of bosses/HR claim the TY note will push most people 
to the next level in the process.



Economy News 7/23 5:30 am 20 seconds Malls are struggling but stores in airports are thriving (an hour to waste @ airport, more 
likely to splurge while traveling - impulse buys)

Economy News 7/24 5:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Because of all the online shopping - UPS will start delivering packages 7 days a week 
starting next year - also more drone delivery.

Economy News 8/6 5:30 am 20 seconds Looking for the best time and place to do your grocery shopping. Experts are saying 
Wednesday morning an hour after the store opens is the absolute best time to get the 
freshest produce and the best bargains. They say if you really want to save money in 
the long run, buy in bulk and use those coupons…what are your grocery store hacks?

Economy News 8/8 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds What do you do with coal mining towns and coal miners when the coal industry is 
slumping? The answer could be bees. A West Virginia bee collective has begun training 
coal miners how to establish and raise bee hives, paying them for the honey they 
produce

Economy News 8/8 5:30 am 20 seconds Please pray for America’s farmers. New reports from the department of agriculture 
show sales of American soybeans have dropped over 50% since the trade battle began.

Economy News 8/20 3:30 am 20 seconds How cool do you keep your home? For the most efficiency, an energy group 
recommending you set your thermostat @ 82 degrees while you’re sleeping. 78 when 
you’re home - 85 degrees when you’re away. Keep your bills low.

Economy News 8/21 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Let’s save you some money - from consumer reports, you’ll find the lowest airfare if you 
book airfare NOW for thanksgiving (before we hit September).

Economy Closer 
Look

8/18 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Gardeners Donate Extra Veggies Using AmpleHarvest.org.-  You grew way too many 
tomatoes this year. Your zucchini went crazy. And who's gonna eat all those 
cucumbers? What if you could donate all your extra veggies to a hungry family near 
you? K-LOVE's Susan Miller finds out how.

Economy Amy and 
Skip show

9/3
7/31

3 am – 
8 am

15 minutes Two Common Interview Mistakes
Money Mistakes With Kids

Crime News 7/16 5:30 am 20 seconds A new phone scam spreading across the country is targeting your Social Security. 
Imposters posing as representatives of the Social Security Administration are calling and 
stating that there has been an issue with their benefits being frozen, then attempting to 
extract personal information from you. The government warns that even though they 
sound convincing, these are NOT legitimate calls, do not hand over any personal 
information and if in doubt, hang up and call the SSA immediately. Over $450 million 
has been scammed thought these type of calls

Crime News 7/28 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Praying for northern California - an attack last night @ a food festival - 4 people 
including the suspect losing their lives, looking for another person possibly involved.

Crime News 7/30 3:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Check your accounts closely - another huge data breach (Capital One), this may be the 
biggest one ever, possibly more than 100 million customers affected.



Crime News 8/19 4:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Police - over the last few days - able stop at least 3 potentially dangerous situations 
thanks to tips from the public, a good reminder, if you see something, say something. 

Crime News 9/19 3:30 am 20 seconds A stranger catching it all on camera….a police officer in Detroit helping a homeless man 
who was struggling to shave.  Stanley (homeless man): I feel bad about myself, officer 
reminded me “I’m going to be alright”

Crime Closer 
Look

9/1 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

Police Officers Suffering PTSD, Anger, Addiction Get Help- Accidents. Assaults. Police 
officers see the worst of what happens to humans. That regular dose of tragedy breeds 
anger that can drive first responders to addiction, abuse -- and even suicide. Serve & 
Protect provides a confidential hotline to get trauma off their chest. K-LOVE's Frank 
Hammond talks with retired cop Rob Michaels, CEO of Serve & Protect and Andy Green, 
retired police detective, Franklin Police Dept.

Government News 8/5 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Could this be the end of incessant robo-calls? The FCC has voted to approve a law 
banning international robo calls and fraudulent text messages. The vote closes 
loopholes in the Truth in Caller ID Act which allowed for robo-calls originating from 
outside the country.

Government News 8/7 5:30 am 20 seconds The latest treatment for veterans suffering PTSD won’t be coming in a pill, could be 
coming with a saddle. A new research project has been launched using therapy horses 
to help those suffering with PTSD. The patients are matched with retired thoroughbreds 
and show horses and work on trust exercises, grounding routines or sometimes just 
being together. So far, results have been favorable. Researchers are hoping to expand 
the project to include anyone who has suffered trauma, especially children.

Government Closer 
Look

9/8 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

U.S. Gov’t Grants Churches Money For Migrant Kids, Opioid Addiction, Mental Illness
Uncle Sam actively partners with faith-based groups to help people in need, providing 
training and connecting them with taxpayer dollars. K-LOVE's Ed Lenane gets details 
from faith office directors Kevin Smith of Homeland Security (DHS) and Shannon Royce 
of Health and Human Services (HHS).

Government Closer 
Look

9/29 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

 Called To Serve: Dr. Ben Carson Helps With Housing-Ed Lenane visits Washington D.C., 
office of the U.S. Secretary of Housing and Urban Development. Secretary Ben Carson is 
a former neuro-surgeon who calls himself a man of ‘deep faith’ and now helps to 
remove red-tape for families pursuing the American Dream.

Faith & 
Values

News 8/6 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Stories coming out of tragedy: a nurse in Dayton who was fleeing the active shooting 
scene stopped to render CPR to wounded victims. Meanwhile, Operation Hope (Helping 
Other People Endure) has been working behind the scenes to pay for the funerals of the 
22 El Paso victims.

Faith & 
Values

News 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds This morning is “See you at the Pole” - where students meet at school (usually around 
the flag pole to pray. A million kids expected to be involved.



Faith & 
Values

News 9/27 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Do you read the actual book - or read it digitally on your phone/ipad (BIBLE)….men are 
more likely to finish Bible reading plans on the app - but research finding you don’t 
retain the information as much as when reading from the actual book.

Faith & 
Values

Closer 
Look

7/7 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 2

Meet Your Neighbors At 'The Turquoise Table'- A regular mom in a regular town 
launched worldwide hospitality when she painted a picnic table an unusual hue and 
plopped it down in her front yard. K-LOVE's Monika Kelly hears how Kristen Schell 
gathers neighbors and makes friends at The Turquoise Table.

Public Safety News 7/2 3:30 am
5:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Before you jump in - the CDC warning about the growing number of pools/water parks 
with bacteria (pool parasite), making people sick (typically found in a third of pools). Try 
not to swallow pool water. 

Public Safety News 7/3 5:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Today expected to be the busiest day on the road; possibly facing traffic delays 4 times 
worse than normal (close to 50 million traveling for the Fourth).

Public Safety News 7/8 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Scientists calling them a wake-up call, saying get ready for more, following two of the 
biggest earthquakes in California in decades.

Public Safety News 7/9 6:30 am 20 seconds An emergency declared following recent earthquakes in California - opening up federal 
help for those affected.

Public Safety News 7/17 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds If you do have to work outdoors, remember this is the time of year when deer ticks are 
abundant and active. These blood-sucking diseases spreading little monsters love to get 
into tight spaces even the inner ear.

Public Safety News 7/17 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Plenty of water, shade and cut down your outdoor activity…that’s what meteorologists 
are advising for half the US over the next 7-10 days. Excessive temperatures are 
expected across half the country with the “feels like” temperatures well above 100. 
Overnight lows will also be way above normal. (Make sure pets have water!)

Public Safety News 7/18 3:30 am
5:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Warnings about the viral “Face App” that makes you look older/younger; claiming the 
app (owned by a Russia-based company) is taking your private information and not sure 
what they’re using it for, FBI investigate; FaceApp says they typically deletes photos in 2 
days and they don’t share your information.

Public Safety News 7/25 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds AAA - Older drivers are more distracted by technology while driving (55-75), 
confused/don’t understand.

Public Safety News 7/26 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Expect more expensive travel (holidays) blame all the problems with the grounded 737 
Max plane (less seats). Southwest grounding them until next year.

Public Safety BREAKAWAY 
News
KLVM 

7/28 6:30 pm 41 seconds Police are currently responding to what appears to have been an active shooter 
incident at the Gilroy Garlic Festival. Emergency personnel were told to potentially 
expect as many as eleven in need of help. There wasn’t a lot of information immediately 
available. But if you don’t need to be near Christmas Hill Park or Gilroy High School right 
now you might want to avoid the area until the situation is resolved. 



Public Safety BREAKAWAY 
News
KLVM 

7/28 9:45 pm 60 seconds Someone walked into the Gilroy Garlic Festival at around 5:30pm and opened fire on a 
crowd of people. At least 3 people lost their lives and another 12 were injured. This is 
still considered an active scene. Law Enforcement asks anyone not currently at 
Christmas Hill Park to stay away from the area. A number has been set up for anyone 
who witnessed the shooting, or who is looking to be reunited with someone who was at 
the festival. That number is 408-846-0583, again that number is 408-846-0583. For 
those searching for loved ones, a reunification center was set up at Gavilan College, in 
parking lot B, according to Gilroy police. Our thoughts and prayers go out to victims of 
the shooting and their friends and families.

Public Safety BREAKAWAY 
News
KLVM 

7/28 11:30 
pm

1:14 
MINUTES

Someone walked into the Gilroy Garlic Festival at around 5:40pm and opened fire on a 
crowd of people. At least 3 people lost their lives and another 15 were injured. Gilroy 
Police say the gunman was fatally shot once he confronted law enforcement. Police 
continue to search for a second person who is considered a person of interest in the 
shooting. This is still considered an active investigation scene. Law Enforcement asks 
anyone not currently at Christmas Hill Park to stay away from the area. A number has 
been set up for anyone who witnessed the shooting, or who is looking to be reunited 
with someone who was at the festival. That number is 408-846-0583, again that 
number is 408-846-0583. For those searching for loved ones, a reunification center was 
set up at Gavilan College, in parking lot B, according to Gilroy police. Our thoughts and 
prayers go out to victims of the shooting and their friends and families. We will 
continue to follow this story. You can also find out more on our news page at 
KLOVE.com/Air1.com.

Public Safety News 8/1 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds Two more types of baby sleepers being recalled over safety risk (Eddie Bauer, Disney). 
Millions of different types of baby sleepers recalled recently, babies are losing their 
lives.

Public Safety News 8/2 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Nissan adding a standard safety feature to several of their vehicles to prevent kids from 
being left in hot cars - rear door alert, a warning sound.

Public Safety News 8/5 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds The communities of El Paso and Dayton are in shock and sorrow this morning in the 
aftermath of separate shooting incidents over the weekend. A lone gunman opened fire 
in a Walmart parking lot and adjacent shopping mall, eventually taking the lives of 20 
back to school shoppers before being apprehended by police. Hours later, another 
gunman opened fire in a popular entertainment district in downtown Dayton, taking 9 
lives including his younger sister. Police took the life of the shooter.

Public Safety News 8/5 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Law enforcement in El Paso and Dayton are still investigating separate incidents that 
took the lives of 29 innocents and wounding dozens more. The two shooting events 
took place within hours of each other.



Public Safety News 8/5 4:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds If you have any Entenmann’s Little Bites cookies in the cupboard, you may want to take 
a close look at them. Entenmann’s is recalling mini-chocolate chip cookies in 36 states 
for what’s being called a “visible choking hazard."

Public Safety News 8/8 3:30 am
6:30 am

20 seconds It’s being reported that the mother of the 21 year old accused of the El Paso shooting 
contacted police in Allen Texas before the shooting with concerns about her son. An 
attorney speaking on their behalf went on to state that her son was motivated by 
unknowns and his actions in no way were condoned by his parents.

Public Safety BREAKAWAY 
News
KJLV KYKL 
KLVM 
KMVS 

8/27

8/27

6:55 pm
3:00 pm

35 seconds

8 seconds

WB 580 is closed in Oakland at Highway 24 E. due to police activity in the area. All lanes 
are closed. Traffic is being diverted off to eastbound 24 and westbound 980. There’s no 
estimated time of reopening. Please avoid the area.
Westbound 580 is back open at Highway 24 in Oakland after a police investigation

Public Safety Closer 
Look

7/7 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

 'Dry Drowning' After Swims - Get the Facts- If your child coughs and sputters in the pool 
or ocean, monitor breathing and behavior for 24-hrs to spot potential dangers. K-LOVE's 
Billie Branham asks emergency pediatrician Dr. Michael D. Patrick about symptoms and 
signs.

Public Safety Closer 
Look

8/4 7:00 pm 30 minutes 
Segment 1

 Put Kids In Right Car Seat, Birth To Teen- Car accidents are a leading cause of death for 
young children. From the moment you strap your baby into her first cars eat -- to the 
day you let her sit behind the wheel -- experts encourage you to steer a strong course 
for safety. K-LOVE's Billie Branham talks with Lorrie Walker of SafeKids Worldwide and 
Catherine MacDonald, Senior Fellow at The Center for Injury, Research & Prevention at 
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia.

Public Safety
-Weather

News 7/24 4:30 am 20 seconds Before you jump in the water - researchers testing thousands of beaches finding more 
than half had an unsafe level of bacteria.

Public Safety
-Weather

News 8/19 3:30 am 20 seconds Crazy storms (heat) Thankfully everyone is okay  - it happened near Philadelphia a tree 
falling on a tent at a swim club. Heat warnings from Philadelphia to New York City - and 
in the possible record highs in the West for at least the next week.

Public Safety
-Weather

News 9/30 3:30 am
7:30 am

20 seconds Some parts of the West could see 4 feet of snow as a winter storm wraps up today 
(breaking records, summer just ended a week ago).


